
Behind-the-Wheel Driver Training Checklist 

Driver Training School Name: 

Address (number, street, city, ZIP) 

Instructions: Driver training schools shall provide a minimum of six hours of behind-the-wheel training to 
include instruction on and demonstration of the standards listed in 140 IAC 4-4-1.2 in a dual-controlled motor 
vehicle. Indicate the hour of behind-the-wheel instruction that each required standard is taught. A student 
may not complete more than two hours of behind-the-wheel training in a calendar day.  

Subject Hour Covered 
Stopping 
Starting 
Shifting 
Lane changing 
Merging 
Signaling 
Backing 
Parallel parking 
Steering 
Speed zones 
Intersections 
General driving behavior 
Dual lanes and multi-lanes 
Managing space around the vehicle by adjusting 
speed and position to avoid conflicts and reduce risk 
Sharing the road with other vehicles with special 
emphasis on motorcycles, bicycles, and large trucks 
Distracted driving 
Roundabouts 
If present within a twenty (20) minute radius of the location of the driver training school, a driver training 
school shall provide behind-the-wheel training that includes instruction on and demonstration of the following 
in a dual-controlled motor vehicle: 

Subject Hour Covered 
School zones 
Railroad highway grade crossing safety 
Roundabouts 
I swear or affirm that the above outline is an accurate representation of my driver training school behind-the-
wheel driver training standards in accordance with the laws and rules of the state of Indiana. I understand 
making a false statement may result in the suspension or revocation of my driver training school license. 
Owner Printed Name Signature Date (mm/dd/yyyy) 
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